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SITUATION OVERVIEW
IDC identifies 12 key requirements for modern computing (that happen to alliterate nicely) as shown in
Figure 2. These requirements are considered essential for modern enterprise computing. "Enterprise
computing" loosely refers to the day-to-day operations that an enterprise (or other organization such
as a governmental department or large institution) conducts to fulfill its obligations toward customers,
shareholders, suppliers, partners, and other stakeholders. Included are such workloads as enterprise
resource management, database management, customer relation management, supply chain
management, web serving, and so forth. Excluded from enterprise computing would be what IDC calls
"performance-intensive computing" workloads such as big data analytics, high-performance computing
(modeling and simulation), or artificial intelligence (AI) training runs (albeit not AI inferencing). These
processes have slightly different compute and storage requirements.
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FIGURE 2
The Requirements of Modern Enterprise Computing

Source: IDC, 2022

In detail:


Capacity. The ability to take on extremely large workloads without choking on data volumes,
transaction volumes, or processing and transaction speeds



Continuity and compliance. The ability to withstand a wide range of failures at the hardware,
middleware, and application level to the point that processing continues without noticeable
interruption or data loss even if the entire site (cloud or datacenter) fails, and the ability to
report comprehensively and easily on a platform's compliance with regulatory mandates
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Changeability. The ability to flexibly deploy, scale, move, or terminate workloads (this includes
the ability to respond quickly and comprehensively to such disruptive events as the COVID-19
pandemic)



Cognition. The ability to analyze data in real time, including through the infusion of AI into all
levels of the platform stack to achieve better security, greater automation, and AI-driven
application functionality



Customer centricity. The required functionality to enable a singular focus on the end user —
whether that is a consumer, a business partner, an ecosystem participant, or any other type of
user — with all platform capabilities flowing from that starting point



Cyber counteraction. The ability to withstand or counter and remediate any form of attack on
the system, from both inside and outside the organization



Cloud compatibility. The ability to operate like a cloud as well as to seamlessly operate in
conjunction with other dedicated or public clouds



Community-based (open source) software. The ability to support open source software
solutions and programming languages to such a degree that developers can freely move to
the platform without requiring new skills



Consumption-based cost. The availability of a pricing and/or licensing scheme that is mostly or
entirely based on the actual consumption of the compute resources



Cryptographic capability. The ability to encrypt and decrypt all data, at rest and in flight,
without a noticeable performance overhead and with encryption strong enough to withstand
current and future code breaking technologies



Climate consciousness. The ability to decrease the platform's climate footprint with each new
generation without compromising its performance



Connectedness. The ability to connect easily and securely to internal and external
environments such as other infrastructure in the datacenter, at the edge, or in the cloud as well
as with end-user environments such as the web, mobile networks, and industry networks.

Any modern compute platform, whether on premises or in the cloud, needs to be on track toward
fulfilling these 12 requirements within the foreseeable future in order to optimally serve its end users.

The IBM z16
On April 8, 2022, IBM launched the latest generation of its IBM Z platform, the IBM z16. Colloquially,
the platform is still sometimes referred to as "the mainframe," a nom de guerre that should probably be
retired at this point. Not because the IBM z16 does not represent the next generation of this timeless
backbone of global computing, but because the term suggests something legacy. To use an analogy,
the IBM z16 is about as legacy as the 2022 Mercedes AMG SL 63. For those who aren't car
enthusiasts, this is the latest release of Mercedes' iconic AMG sports car with a 50-year heritage yet
with so much modern technology that one's head spins.
The IBM z16 has mainframe DNA in its foundation, but on top of that IBM has, over multiple
generations, built a formidable platform that — over the past three generations — has succeeded in
fulfilling all the compute requirements of the modern enterprise as previously listed. Indeed, the
platform is in several ways ahead of the market, specifically with regard to on-chip AI inferencing and
protection against quantum-based cyberattacks (which is important today).
IBM claims that between 2010 and 2021, its installed IBM Z capacity has more than tripled. IBM
measures installed capacity in millions of instructions per second (MIPS), a somewhat illustrious metric
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that is rarely used outside of IBM Z environments but that is at least reliable when comparing IBM Z
capacity with IBM Z capacity over time. The claim is in synch with IDC data that shows solid and
growing unit sales for IBM Z over those years combined with growing MIPS capacity per unit. In other
words, counter to popular belief, IBM Z is a growth platform.
In the sections that follow, we briefly discuss the most important innovations that the IBM z16
contributes to the platform's ongoing evolution to not only address but sometimes exceed today's
enterprise compute requirements.

Capacity
From a silicon perspective, the IBM z16 features the new IBM Telum processor with an integrated onchip accelerator for AI inferencing (which means running an AI model in production). Manufactured on
a 7nm process, the Telum processor delivers 5.2GHz performance, which not many CPUs can
achieve today and which represents an 11% improvement compared with the IBM z15 processor. The
IBM z16 can be equipped with up to 200 cores and up to 40TB of memory.
Businesses can operate as many as four IBM z16 systems in parallel, and each system is housed in a
standard 19in. frame, making physical integration in the datacenter easier than in the past (the IBM
z15 was the first generation in a standard frame). There are various other elements that contribute to
the IBM z16's capacity — many of them long-standing mainframe features such as specialty processors
for Java and Linux, special interconnects, very large caches, and years' worth of optimization including
hardware, middleware, and workloads.

Continuity and Compliance
IBM Z has dominated the AL4 market for many years. AL4 is an IDC indicator for Availability Level 4,
the highest level and equivalent to 99.999% fault tolerance. IBM Z systems are fault tolerant, thanks to
an extensive set of sophisticated RAS features aimed at eliminating planned and unplanned downtime
as well as a clustering technology called Parallel Sysplex. With IBM z16, IBM introduces proactive
avoidance of planned and unplanned outages using a fully automated capacity shift between systems
at different sites. Businesses can move production workloads within seconds from one system to the
other.
On the IBM z15, IBM introduced Instant Recovery, aimed at recovering faster from outages when
moving workloads around the datacenters or cloud, which can cause loss of capacity. During a
migration event, the solution will turn any core that runs at sub-capacity to full capacity and it will
activate available zIIPs to compensate for the subsystems that are being shut down. On the IBM z16,
this capability is expanded with IBM System Recovery Boost, which adds faster middleware restarts,
faster Hyperswap Config loads, and faster SVC dump processing, all of which help with getting back to
production faster.
The IBM z16 also provides new features for compliance to PCI-DSS that reduce audit preparation
times. The platform is integrated with the IBM Z Security and Compliance Center to monitor and record
system, network, and application data for changes and adherence to PCI-DSS standards. Compliance
reports can be quickly generated with a user-friendly dashboard.

Changeability
IBM Z is designed to run multiple workloads simultaneously on the same system. It is constantly
rebalancing resources based on demands from each workload and priorities set for each workload. For
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exceptional changes in demand, capacity on demand (CoD) allows capacity to be provided temporarily
or permanently on demand. According to IBM, during the first stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, for
example, the use of CoD quadrupled as clients needed to manage significantly greater processing
power needs.

Cognition
IBM claims that IBM z16 on-chip AI inferencing capability can deliver 300 billion deep learning
inference operations per day with a 1ms response time. This means that the platform can, for example,
execute a fraud prevention AI model in real time on very large transaction volumes or perform
operational analyses in real time to prevent manufacturing plant outages. The inferencing engine is
built into the processor, unlike other AI inferencing processors that operate as discrete co-processors
next to the host processor. This reduces latency and increases performance.
AI models can be trained on other platforms and — without requiring changes — taken into production
on IBM Z as the platform supports the Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX), an open standard for
framework interoperability. Even CICS COBOL applications can invoke ONNX models using standard
CICS commands. The AI ecosystem on IBM Z also includes tools for gaining AI-driven insights from
data in DB2 (without the need for data science skills) as well as for using AI to improve the
performance of DB2, Watson ML for infusing transaction processing with AI as well as improving IT
operations though AI, and a host of open source AI frameworks, libraries, and SDKs.

Customer Centricity
IBM Z platforms are typically used to run the core operations of a business. This means that nearly all
business transactions, and the majority of customer interactions, touch the platform to some extent.
Businesses can make existing workloads on IBM Z digitally ready to meet customer requirements —
providing real-time information flow at scale between systems of record and hybrid cloud applications
as well as ecosystems partners, ISV SaaS solutions, and end users. With IBM z16 and its new AI
acceleration capability, businesses can also integrate AI inferencing at speed and scale into customer
interactions in real time. This enables a degree of personalization at the customer level across the
business.

Cyber Counteraction
IBM Z is renowned for its security capabilities and is seen as a leader in this field. One element of this
is to ensure that data cannot be accessed during cyberattacks. With IBM Z's pervasive encryption, it is
possible to encrypt application and user data at scale across the system. Further, with confidential
computing technologies, businesses can isolate workloads at scale and protect them and their data
from both internal and external attacks.

Cloud Compatibility
An important part of today's IBM Z is the integration with Red Hat, specifically, the Red Hat Hybrid
Cloud Platform, which is deigned to span like a single abstraction layer across all IBM infrastructure,
distributed infrastructure, public clouds such as AWS and Azure, and edge. Red Hat OpenShift and
Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform act like a shared plane across these environments to enable
cross-platform development, operations, automation, and security.
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Community-Based Software
Developers can develop applications for the IBM z16 using familiar (open source) tools. The number of
open source solutions that run on IBM z16 is too large to list. It includes languages and runtime
solutions; AI and analytics; middleware, databases, and storage solutions; DevOps and containers;
and open source operating systems, virtualization, and networking software. They are integrated with
the cloud via APIs, data fabric, and event streaming. Also, developers can spin up a z/OS
development or test environment on actual IBM Z systems in the IBM cloud within minutes.

Consumption-Based Cost
IBM announced an addition to Tailored Fit Pricing for the IBM z16, which allows for pay-per-use
capacity on top of the base capacity that an organization runs to help alleviate the impact of short,
unpredictable spikes in workloads, which have become increasingly common.

Cryptographic Capability
The IBM z16 is the first platform to offer quantum-safe cryptography. The threat that this technology
counters is that current public key cryptographic security can be broken by future quantum computers.
IDC expects that quantum computers will gain crypto breaking capability within the next few years. In
anticipation of this capability, criminal organizations have begun harvesting and storing encrypted data
with the purpose of decrypting it in the near future. Given that most sensitive data (email, payment
cards, crypto currencies, network communications, etc.) is encrypted today, a breakdown of that
security will cause pandemonium.
To prevent this, data must be protected with AES encryption using 256-bit keys. IBM z16 IBM is
protected by quantum-safe technologies through multiple layers of firmware and features a Crypto
Express card with quantum-safe APIs to modernize existing applications and build new ones with
quantum-safe cryptography. IBM is also a participant in the National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST) development of new standards for quantum-safe cryptography. This process is
expected to be completed in 2024.

Climate Consciousness
IBM has been embedding environmental responsibility into the company's DNA, building sustainability
into as many processes as possible — from designing and building products to requiring the highest
standards from their supply chain. IBM Z can run at 90%+ utilization, allowing businesses to get the
best possible return from resources deployed. Workloads that run on alternative platforms can be
consolidated at scale on an IBM Z, reducing both floor space and energy requirements. What's more,
IBM Z systems are upgradeable from generation to generation, and the vast majority of IBM Z
components can be reused or recycled, which reduces wastage.

Connectedness
Businesses today need to support technologies that span multiple deployment scenarios, including the
data center, the edge, and the cloud. Modern digital workloads touch multiple elements of this
infrastructure, and it is important that this is seamless to the application irrespective of where in the
infrastructure each element is running. With Red Hat as part of the IBM family, IBM provides a vast
portfolio of open source computing and solutions, including Red Hat OpenShift to provide integration
and a seamless experience between deployment scenarios. IBM Z now supports Red Hat OpenShift
for both Linux and z/OS and is fully integrated into the IBM Hybrid Cloud platform to provide the
connectedness that businesses require.
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ADVICE FOR THE TECHNOLOGY BUYER

Use the 12 Cs as a Quick Checklist
When deciding on renewing on an enterprise-class platform, it could be helpful to use the 12
requirements discussed in this IDC Perspective as a checklist to ascertain the degree to which a
platform is adequately modern. The example in Figure 3 charts the importance (1–10) of a requirement
for your organization against the degree that it is available (1–10) on a platform. In detail:


Important requirements that are easily available on the platform under consideration will get
plotted in the upper right quadrant.



The upper left quadrant will show broadly available capabilities that are (today) less important
to your organization, but they may — over time — shift to the right.



Requirements that sit in the lower right column are problematic — they are important to your
organization but not easily available on the platform.



Requirements in the bottom left can be ignored — they are not important to your organization
and not easily available on the platform; but beware that they could become important over
time.
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FIGURE 3
Example of Requirements Importance Versus Availability Check for
Enterprise-Class Platforms

Note: Ratings are based on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 = least important or available and 10 = most important or available.
Source: IDC, 2022

Do Not Confuse "Legacy" with Outdated
The most demanding enterprise workloads often run on infrastructure that is specifically designed for
these workloads. In many cases, this is high-end infrastructure with a long history of delivering on
enterprise requirements, sometimes called "legacy" infrastructure. Organizations should be weary of
letting the fact that the platform they run on is a mainstay of computing confuse them into thinking that
it is therefore outdated. Most "legacy" platforms are constantly being innovated, with every new
generation ensuring that the platform is not only equipped with the latest technologies but often also
ahead of the market with important new solutions for enterprise computing. Consider these platforms
on their merits.
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Make AI a Central Requirement
Modern enterprise computing must be well equipped for AI inferencing as part of the standard
workloads — performing real-time analytics on transactions as they are being processed, for example.
IDC expects all workloads to become AI infused, each to a different degree, but in aggregate to such
an extent that specialty hardware for fast AI inferencing will be required. This can be in the form of a
host processor with AI capabilities, AI-specific co-processors, or with an integrated AI processing
solution.

LEARN MORE
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Synopsis
This IDC Perspective discusses 12 requirements that a compute platform must fulfill to be considered
a modern enterprise computing platform as well as several innovations that the IBM z16 delivers to
address these requirements. With the launch of the IBM z16, IBM has delivered innovations for several
critical elements of modern enterprise computing, namely, with regard to capacity, continuity and
compliance, cognition, cloud compatibility, community-based software, consumption-based cost, and
cryptographic capability. Together with innovations from past generations, this puts the z16 in an
advanced position in the enterprise computing market.
"IBM was already ticking off all the boxes for modern enterprise computing after the innovations of the
past three IBM Z generations," says Peter Rutten, research vice president, Performance-Intensive
Computing at IDC. "Now with the IBM z16, the platform delivers groundbreaking innovations in this
market on several fronts, including for AI, that are critical for enterprises."
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